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Audience dampens
artistry at Kultur Fest

Baby boomers will fuel
the decline of America

UCF Running Knights
sprint i~to new season
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PUBUCATION NOTICE

Transfers.hit hardest by foreign
~-e requirement, dean says
students the greatest, who
"By articulation we have
make up 85 percent of the stuagreed that the community
dent body, according to Lilie.
college GEP will function to
"The most obvious strucmeet our GEP requirements.
By the fourth day of registration for
To add on lower division rethe spring term, every foreign language tural problemis the course load
placed on thetran.s ferstudent,"
class was filled. ·
quirements as a condition for
graduation implies that we do
Students are now faced with closed Lilie said. "For students with
classes, delayed graduation and a wait- heavymajorrequirements, the language not really accept the spirit of this agreerequirement may well represent a delay ment."
ing list already 400 names long.
Lilie pointed out many faults of the
That was the dilemma facing the Fac- in graduation."
He said this is especially difficult for language requirement, such as Ameriulty Senate as they convened for their
the older, non-traditional students who can Sign Language not being recognized
monthly meeting Nov. 19.
"The present language requirement are only able to attend part time. "They as a foreign language. Another problem
should l;>e abolished in its cilrrent form," may have neither the money nor the is with the proficiency test, he said. "In
Stuart Lilie, dean of Undergraduate time to stay in school an extra year," theory, students with two high school
Lilie said.
. units should be able to pass the one year
Studies, told the senate.
Lilie also addressed the issue that college level proficiency exam, but most
He argued that the problems with the
requirement were primarily structural - UCF is "accepting" the General Educa- do not. Maybe 20 percent or so do."
Lilie concluded his speech with a list
ones and the lack of resources only ag- tion Program of transfer students, yet
making them fulfill the foreign language of proposals for the senate to take into
gravates the problem.
The problems ~reated by the foreign requirement- as if to say their degree
LANGUAGE continued page 5
language requirement impact transfer at a community college is not complete.

by Jennifer Schutte

CENTRA L FLORIDA FUTURE

The Central Florida
Future staff is hungry
and needs a vacation
too. So the new sp aper
won't come out on
Thursday.
B ut d on 't miss our next
Tuesday issue.

HAPPY
TI-fANKSGIVING

.

, GM C01D1ters Ciiticisnrof Caprice Classic police CI'uisers
by Roben Sargent
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE.

After several accidents with
Chevrolet's Caprice Classic police cruisers, General Motors
Corp. is working to keep the car
from getting a bad rap.
GM reported that it looked
into the accidents and suspects
J driver error with the Caprice's
anti-lock brake system, a computer monitoring system that
~· preve~ts the tires from locking
up when the driver applies the
brakes. As a result, GM has sent
over 8,000 informational videos
, to police departments to instruct

.l

officers how the car's brake system works.
The UCF Police Department,
which recently purchased two
Caprice Classic police cruisers,
has had no problems with the
car but requires all ofits officers
who drive the Caprice to watch
GM's video. Officers defend the
car'ssafetyandaresatisfiedwith
its performance.
"It's very responsible forth em
to send the tape out,'' said Sgt.
Sandra McClendon, director of
crime prevention at UCF. "It
makes our officers aware ofhow
to drive the car safely and to
know about its braking system."

McClendon said that UCF
officers' normal driving routine
doesn't call for high speed driving and braking that has been a

"We are pretty satisfied
with the Caprice."
-Terry Land
Florida Highway Patrol
characteristic in most of the accident cases.
Some law enforcement agencies became concerned about

Caprice's safety because of sev- Greg Walloch slowed his Caprice to a~sist a man lying next
eral incidents:
• Lt. Tom Kleis of the Beech . to a road. Unable to stop the
Grove,Indiana, Police Depart- vehicle, Walloch rolled his car
ment was killed after his Ca- over the man, critically injuring
price went out of control during him.
• An Indiana Fraternal Qr;.
a pursuit and hit a tree. A similar accident occurred one month der of Police study reported that
later with a Peru, Indiana, offi- Officers Gary Webb and James
Wegmiller of the Akron, Ohio,
cer, breaking his back.
•A Kentucky state trooper Police Department were in purcrashed head-on into another suit of another car when their
car, killing the other driver when Caprice spun out of control and
the Caprice's brakes reportedly hit a .telephone pole. Both officers suffered massive internal
failed.
•The Orange County Regis- injuries and W_e gmiller reter in California·reported that
CARS continued page 5
Laguna Beach police Officer

Only half of available Seats sold
for $50,000 Jay Leno concert
by Jennifer Schutte
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTU RE

Although CAB authorities projected the
Jay Leno concert would be sold out , only
about half the tickets available were sold.
Out of the 5,000 available seats, 2,856
were filled.
The half-filled Arena watched a show
that cost about $50,000, according to Joe
. , Sciarrino, Student Center accountant.
"A lot of things go into it. That includes security, back drops, printingfli). ers and tickets, the sound system, buses
to the concert, Leno's lodging and his and
his agent's fees," Sciarrino said.
Leno and his agent were paid $35,000.
The sound system was rented for $1,215.
The Campus Activities Board generated $27 ,000 from ticket sales. That
money is still in the KIOSK account but

will be transferred into the Student Union
Trust Fund next week, according to
Edmund Dabiedath, Student Government accountant.
To justify charging students for the
Hom ecoming Concert, a show that has
always been free, CAB told students
that they would put on a second·spring
concert, if en ough money was raised.
However, CAB does not legally h ave
access to any of the profits from the
concert.
By a stipulation in a Student-Government bill, all revenue generated by the
Student Center must be placed in the
Student Union Trust Fund.
Before CAB ever sees this money or
spends it on a concert, an amendment
must be presented to and passed by the
Student Senate allocating these funds
into CAB's concert account.

SOAP OPERA DIGEST
Jennifer Greenis and Chris Askew act out their favorite soap opera in
the "Studio CBS" on the Green. (Jim Ferguson/FUTURE)
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'/Where
Are They From?

-

)

Maine
About the school
• Founded in 1865.
• Located in Orono.
• Enrollment: 12,800.
•Academic strong pc;>ints: Agriculture.

UCF
About the school
• Located in Or1ando.
•Founded: 1963.
•Academic strong points: Engineering, computer science and
business.
• Enrollment: 22,000.

)

Connecticut
About the school
• Located in New Brittain.
• The oldest public institution
in Connecticut.
• F9unded in 1849.

Cal Polytech
·About the school:
• Located in Parnona, 30 miles
east of Los Angeles.
• Founded in 1939.
•Academic strong points: Agritulture, hoteVrestaurantandengineering.
• Enrollment: 28,000.

::r

RUBEN ARMINANA
• Catifomia State Polytechnic Uriversity.
• Vice president-for finance and development.
Among Arminana's successes at Cal
Poly are the development of new buildings, a $2. 7 million grantfor the Instituf.e
for Regenerative Studie~ and improving
fundraisingresults morethan25 percent
in three years. He is fluent in three
languages.
In 1983, Arminana began his academic career as assistant professor of
international business and public administration at Tulane University. While at
Tulane, he experienced operating surpluses over $4 million. They also raised
over$160millioninafive-yearcampaign,
more than $10 million over the goal.

JOHN C. HITT

- ARLENE .OKERLUND

JOHN

S~UMAKER

•University of Maine.
•Interim president.

•San Jose State University.
• Academic vice president.

•Central Connecticut State University.
• President.

During his previous years at the
University of Maine, Hitt served as
vice president for Academic Affairs
and professor of psychology. He has
earned eight academic honors and two
biographical listings.
Hittbecame assistant professorin psychology at Tulane University in 1966 and
was electe9, to graduate faculty in 1969.
From1969-77,heworkedatTexasChristian University as associate dean, dean of
the graduate school and vice president of
the'l'CU Research Foundation. In 197787, Hitt was provost and vice president
for academic affairs and professor ofpsychology at Bradley University.

Shumaker began his career in the
Okerlund has been at San Jose
State University for 22 years and be- university system at the University of
came an administrator 13 years ago. · Pennsylvania, where he· was a UniverShe has made several achievements sity Fellow in classical studies.
in ~minority recruitment.
In 1974, Shumaker became associate
She 'believes strongly in a second dean of the College of Humanities at
language requirement.
Ohio State University. He was primarily
Okerlund requested more informa- responsible for fund rmsing, program
tion about UCF than the other candi- development, curricula matters and prodates. · She said th~t she was im- cedures for review and grievances.
pressed by the amount of community
He went to State University ofNew
interest and support of the university. York at Albany, acting as vice president
She received her bachel9r's degree for academicplanningand development,
from the University ofMaiyland in Col- for research and educational developlege Park and her doctorate from the mentand dean ofthe College ofHumaniUniversity of California - San Diego.
ties.

UCF presidential wish list narrows to 4

(~

MICHAEL HOOKER

The pool ofcandidates for the
job of UCF president shrank
once again Thursday.
Clara Lovett, prov~st of
George Mason University in
Washington, withdrewfrom the
running Thursday.
Lovett is the second candidate to drop out of the search
within the last two weeks.
Michael Hooker, president of
the University of MarylandBaltimoreCounty, who was the.
reported top choice for the posi-

tion, withdrew his name one ment, and ·she did not feel that
she would. She said she feels
week before Lovett.
Both canilidates cited a less that this fit is necessary for the
than satisfactory '~t'' with the university's success.
Four candidates remain on
university as the reason for their
the presidential search list:
renouncement
HookertoldDr.CharlesReed, Ruben Arminana, John C. Hitt,
chancellor of the State Univer- · Arlene Okerlund and John
sity System, that UCF did not Shumaker. The Board of Rehave a fit that was good for him. gents interviewed the candiLovett, on the other hand, dates Monday and today. The
felt that the university presi- new president will be chosen by
dent needs to fit well with the the BOR in early December and
surrounding business environ- will begin work in the spring.

CLARA LOVETT

3
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Jazz artists jammed at
·Rollins to benefit AIDS
Concert raises money for 5 Central Florida groups
by Bill Cushing

Services of Central Florida.
AlthoughCENTAURcomesunderthe
administration of the United Way, Tucci
After four months of planning, the pointed out the group is restricted to how
first JAM-A.JAM took place on the soc- it may use those funds.
cerfield ofRollins College, and, while the
In addition, she said that the other
turnout wasn't mammoth, it made its groups are wholly dependent upon outpoint~ some money for local agencies and
side funding for operating costs.
a definite impression on one UCF stuTucci added that both word-of-mouth
dent.
and expanded corpqrate sponsorship will
"I think we've done a tremendous.job help make_it bigger in the future. She
for never having done this," said Debbie noted that next year the show should be
Tucci of the Central Florida AIDS Uni- three times larger and said that ''WLOQ
fied Resources, Inc. (CENTAUR) ''This has done arLincredible job (as one of the
was pulled together by five volunteers sponsors)."
who worked around the clock since AuOne of the places the groups may look gust."
to for added assistance is the UCF camWhile she thought more money could pus.
have been raised by the Jazz Artists and
One ofthose in the crowd that day was
Musicians Against AIDS benefit, she Kimberly Nelson, a member of Pi Sigma
said the day's events raised funds for all Epsilon, a national fraternity for marketing, sales manof the agencies inagement and sellvolved.
The single largestgrowing. She hopes to
The other groups
convince the other
featured at the show
ing group ofHIV~infected
members of her
were:
people is now in the 17chapter to make
• The Costick
AIDS
awareness
Foundation for Huto-28 year range.
this year's commuman Empowerment
- Debbie Tucci ·
nity service project.
- a spiritually heal''We have one (serCENTAUR
ing organization that
vice project) every
works with sufferers
year, and I've been
of many diseases but
working on the AIDS idea for two months
centers on those with AIDS.
• Serenity House ~ a home dedi- now," Nelson said. Her aim is "to work to
cated to providing attention and care to build awareness on campus."
Nelson pointed out that the single
HIV infants.
•Genesis AIDS Project - a group largest growing group of HIV-infected
offering spiritual care to all people af- people is now in the 17-to-28 year range.
Tucci supported this figure, adding that
fected by either HIV or AIDS.
- • The Gay & Lesbian Community the 13-to-18 year bracket "is the next
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

wave."
''My youngest patient was nine," Tucci
said.
Although PSE members are discussing another service project, Nelson is
optimistic ofher chances ofmaking AIDS
awareness the group's focus this year.
Because of the recent news of Magic
Johnson's HIV-positive results, she
thinks other PSE members will be interested in hearing her proposal, which
includes such ideas as "a~option" of infected patients, community and campus-wide projects and the opportunity to
either have next year's J AM-A.JAM at
UCF or hold a similar event.
"The jazz fest enabled me to meet
people and helped me to realize that the
community is supportive of this issue,"
she said.
Jacqueline Jones, ch airperson for the
JAM-A.JAM as well as one of the·day's
headliners, was definitely encouraged

by both the turnout and the support
given to the activities by those present.
MQney was raised through ticket sales
and raffle tickets that awarded prizes
from wine and cheese baskets to Disney
passes and even included some cash
giveaways.
"Jackie is probably the best spokesperson in Orlando for AIDS," Tucci said.
"She is always involved and available."
The daylong show was the perfect
marriage for Jones, a 10-year resident of
Orlando originally from Gary, Indiana.
Besides her work in the area as an entertainer, Jones is a registered nurse and a
writer for local publications. JAM-AJAM seemed to provide the perfect opportunity for her to combine her medical
and promotional skills with her natural
talent.
The concert also acted as an introduction to World AIDS Day 1991, an event
that will be celebrated all day on Dec. 1.

P.A. R. T. Y.
ftlllllilllilllllJlllillll
YOUR PASSPORT TO SAVINGS

USE IT AROUND TOWN, AROUND THE WORLD.
SAVE DOLLARS ON EVERYDAY PRODUCTS & SERVICES
OUR INTEREST RATES ON VISA CARDS ARE CURRENTLY 9.5%
FOR FREE INFORMATION CALL 249-3771.

STUDENT
·LEGAL SERVICES

PROBLEMS WITH?
•LANDLORDS
•INSURANCE
•CONTRACTS
•POLICE

NEED?
•A WILL
•NAME CHANGE
•UNCONTESTED
DISSOLUTION

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STUDENTS
WITH ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH
AS LANDLORD{fENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL,
TRAFFIC & UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED
STUDENTS CAN RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF CHARGE.
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT:
CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY SC210,
MONDAY -FRIDAY 8AM-5P¥

m

•

Jazz vocalist Fred Johnson is accompanied by Barry Green at the first
JAM-A-JAM, a musicians against AIDS benefit (Bill Cushing/FUTURE)

BE A
BE
PROACTIVE! LEADER!
.BE
BE
. INVOLVED! INFORMED! .
Caring, patient, sensitive male or female to help
improve the quality of student
life. Must · en jo.y meeting new
people and sharing useful information. Commitment to one year
of service a must. Excellent
benefits: frien~s, networking,
knowledge, improv~d self-esteem,
not to mention income.

•

•

•

•
•

..

...
•
•

•

WANTED:

· NOW Hi.ting Part Time: Graduate Assistant
Peer Educators

•
•

•

•

Applications must be received by Dec. 13th.
.Starting date ··mid-January
· Applications and a ·desc~iption of the positions and
duties are available at the CADAC/REACH office in
the Wellness Center. For more information, call
823-5841 or 823-5456

•
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•·
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CARS
FROM PAGE 1

)

. mained in a coma at the time of the report.
In addition to these incidents, police
departments have complained that the cars'
brakes were wearing out sooner than normal. The police department in Denver,
which purchased $1.2 million worth of Caprices, reported that the brakes were wearingoutafter 8,000miles. They said that the
brakes on their cruisers usl.la1.ly wear out
after 14,000 miles of use.
The New Baltimore and Pontiac police
departments in Michigan have reported
similar problems.
"We are working to resolve the brake
wear situation," said Dave Hudgens, spokesperson for Chevrolet. Hudgens said th.at
many of the brake problems with the Caprice can be attributed to improper braking
and use of the ABS. Another problem he
mentioned is that drivers might get a false
sense of speed in the roomy cars. He said
that officers can drive the car at 100 mph
and feel that they are moving only 70mph.
"We aren't dealing with a new kind of
rocket ship," Hudgens said, "All that's required is a familiarity with the car."
Chevrolet sent the eight-minute videos
about the ABS to police departments to
informofficershowthebrake system works.

LANGUAGE
FROM PAGE 1
)

consideration.
•Drop the requirement.
• Let either individual colleges or
departments decide whether or not -to
require foreign language.
•Include eitherforeign language or a
multi-cultural option in the General
Education Program.
John Schell, chair of the English department, agreed with the idea of a cultural diversity course instead of the foreign language.

Officer Hugh Eighmie, of the UCF Police Department, shows one of
the two Caprices that they purchased earlier this year. (Joh_n Rivera/FUTURE)

5

control while driving the Caprice and unexpected maintenance problems.
On the other hand, the Michigan State
Police tested the Caprice last year and
reported that its anti-lock braking system
and other safety features were an improvement to the car.
The Florida Highway Patrol purchased
200 of the Caprices. Captain Teny Land,
FHP's head of fleet property, reported no
problems.
''We are pretty satisfied with the Caprice," Land said. He added that most ofthe
patrolmen were happy with the way the car
handles.
_
Chevrolet, which supplies more than 60
percent of the country's police vehicles, is
confident with its product. Last year,
Chevroletsold36,000oftheCapriceClassic
police cruisers.
The UCF Police Department bought its
two Caprices after finding that their other
choices, Ford's Crown Victoria and Taurus
police packages, were no longer available
for purchase from Florida's state contract
for police vehicles. The Caprice was also the
cheapest car to purchase from the contract.
The police department plans to purchase
two more cars at the end of the year.
'We are paying close attention to any
reports on the car to make sure it is safe for
our drivers,21 McClendon said

Joe Ricciardi, a Caprice ABS police project
specialist, said that the video shows officers
what happens to the car when braking.
"Don't pump the brakes" is the key message
in the video. Most police officers are trained
topumpthe brakes during hard stopping or
slowing to keep their car's wheels from
lockingandlosingcontrol ofthe vehicle. The
Caprice's ABS computer pumps the brakes
to keep the wheels from locking and there is
no need for the driver to pump the brakes
also.
''Pumping the brakes can affect thel\BS
because the computer is trying to control

tire lock only when,the brake pedal is held
down," Ricciardi said. "Even if the ABS
failed, the car's brBkes would still remain
operative."
Ricciardi added·that GM has looked at
each reported incident and found no ABS
related problems. The National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration has received
several complaints but has made no decision to pursue investigations.
The national Fraternal Order of Police
surveyed 100 law enforcement agencies
about their Caprice patrol cars. It found
that two thirds reported incidents ofloss of

Mark Kozloski, a film major, and
Tom Allison, a secondary science major,
have spent weeks circulating petitions
and doing research to build their case
against the requirement.
They found that this semester, 3,200
students were enrolled in a foreign language, only 65 of which were majors.
The average class size is 32, but goes
as high as 56. The largest lab size is 150.
"Instructors feel that a class size over
25 in a lab or a lecture section proves
extremely detrimental to the language
learning process," Kozloski said.
Not only did they find problems with

the class sizes, but they questioned the requirement dropped for the BS degree and
quality of teaching, as 91 to 93 percent of modified for the BA by only requiring two
the foreign language department is made semesters, offering an optional course, _or
up of adjuncts.
making the waiver process easier. They
· Allison told the senate that after several would also like to see sign language achours of research, ''In almost every study cepted as a foreign language and more
we looked at, it was recommended that . credit offered for required classes.
children begin to learn a foreign language
When the Faculty Senate decides on
between the ages of 5 and 11 before their its position, it will make a recommendacognitive ability becomes rigid. After the tion to the steering committee. From
age of15or16, learning a second. language there, it goes to the Florida Legislature,
becomes much more difficult. The average and ends up with UCF administration,
age here at UCF is 25 or 26."
who will make the final decision. The
On behalf of the student body, Allison earliest a change could be implemented
and Kozloski made a plea. They want the is by the summer or fall of 1992.
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Credit cards offer a
glimpse of life - a ~e
of endless payments
hat right does the Uriited States government have to impose its will upon others?
What boundaries should be set? Can our
government set spending limits? In fact, it has
recently considered to impose limits upon the
credit cards within Senate. Is this a response to the
banks inability to-compete wit:Q credit cards?
These are all legitimate concerns, in fact they
are more than legitimate, they are pressing and
should be addressed.
Whetlier the United States reserves the right to
impose its will upon others cannot be discussed in
any sort of realistic light. America does impose
someofits 'big stick' upon those unfortunate enough
to walk away from the.righteous path. Ofcourse we
only speak softly and no one would ever presume
that we are imposing upon anyone.
Boundaries set,· boundaries broken to end in
new boundaries. First we say th~t we don't approve of such behavior, then a person decides that
trade is more important and finally we decide that
we can tolerate such behavior. Of course this
situation is only hypothetical, the red, white and
blue would never deal with a person or country
that would be doing something ethically wrong
according to American ideals (ideals or written
law).
·
To bring a more solid case to mind: think about
the credit card limits being considered.
Everyone knows that George Bush has not had
the strongest ofdomestic programs. With the calming of foreign waters (as well as the upcoming

W

Hypocrisy found its home in U.S.A

weightythananymemberinvolvedinlranContra.The
peopleinlran-Contragavearmstodangerouslyviolent
people; Lance Turners' and Bourgeois' activism was
NAKED EXPRESSION
non-violent and completely symbolic. How can anyone
justify a judicial system that plays favorites.
At this point in society, people should understand
11 animals are equal, but some animals are more
that
elected officials and judges are.going to do what
equal than others." - George Orwell
they
want if no one protests their corruption. At this
Youreallycan'tdenythatcertainpoliticalcriminals are a tad more equal to others. You really can't point, if the populous continues to reward corrupt
election), Bush must jump start the economy into argue with the fact that the judicial system has become officials by voting for them or ignoring their immoral:activity. He tried the word ofmouth method; where a tool that has separate standards for separate classes ity, you really can't blame the officials for experiencing
hetellsonefriendthateconomyisbetter, then they of criminals. The upper-class and power-elite crimi- their very real human traits of greed, manipulation
tell a friend that the President said the economy is nals either receive no punishment or sacrifice their and favoritism. The American populous can have a
better, and - PRESTO - the economy is better.
money to avoid justice. The lower-class and middle- moral and congruous society if they want it. Of course,
Another plan was to have a war. Let's send our class criminals are basically the only classes that are it will take work from everyone. The people will ha:ve to
compelled to face justice as they are not above it. They stay on top of current events, demand their Constitutroops, fight for a while, worry for a while, send are "the power-elite's burden."
tional rights and accept nothing less than judicial
those care packages, and when no one is lookingThe notion of Orwell's "Animal Farm" system of equality. There is "power in numbers" and it can be
PRESTO - the economy is revitalized. But justicebecamebolderandclearertomeaslconfronted used in many different ways: stupidity, wisdom, cruNOOO ... the economy rests even closer to edge of thefrontpageofTheSentinel'sSaturdayedition;there elty, philanthropy or apathy. Right now, our society
despair.
· was a photo of John Poindexter and a caption, seems to be powered by apathy and governed by corrup"Poindexter's convictions reversed in Iran-Contra." tion.
You may ask yourself, ''How do I know that this And there it is, I thought, the American system of
Ifthe American populous allows hypocrisy, exploitais the edge of despair?'' You know because college justice...just as corrupt as any other system. I forced tion and manipulation to seep through the governgraduates are employed by Burger King. You myself to read the Poindexter case, somehow digested ment, there is very little that the contentious minority
know because we still are pulling our hair about the fact that no one involved in Iran-Contra served . can do non-violently to reap justice. If the populous
education. You know when you still see the guys even one day in jail, and then ran into an equally continues to look the other way when the judicial
the creeds that held mean·h ·
·
disturbing article about a priest who served 16 months system plays favorites,
wit SlgJtS saying "WILL WORK FOR FOOD."
forprotestingthe UnitedStates' roleinEJSalvador.At ing in this country shall become meaningless. You
OK, so ~new pl~. was nee~ed. T~e new plan is length, the Rev. Roy Bourgeois was imprisoned for might want to look up the first and fourth amendment
to set credit card limits. Credit-card mterest rates ' spattering an ounce ofblood (which was held in a baby of the Constitution and discern what relevance they
would be capped and then the banks would have bottle) within the grounds of Fort Benning as a sym- have in reality. I can't believe how many Constitutional
greater numbers of customers and then ... THEN . bolic protest to what he felt was the superfluous . rights this country has forfeited in the past ten years.
What do we believe? Let us not be hypocrites. If we
WHAT? The Dow Jones dropped immediately af- ?loodshed and irresponsible role of the United States
are
a corrupt nation, let's at least stand up for our
Salvador.
ter t he Senate .discusse d 1't· This doesn't he1P· The m El
I really don't think that either Poindexter's or Bour- corruption. Let's be honest with ourselves and revise all
economy only mched closer to the edge for fear of geois' activities were seriously criminal. That is, I those great words that the founding fathers foolishly .
being totally controlled by the democracy of believe ·that bo~h had good intentions, but that both thought they could foster. At long last, heed the Revised
America.
were equally guilty of breaking the law. The main Preamble and be proud to be an American:
WE THE PRODUCTS OF THE UNITED MILiNone ofthese plans have helped America needs difference was that Poindexter was politically correct
to start spe din hirin
d
·ti Th d
and had all the right friends and Bourgeois was not TARY-INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, IN ORDER TO
,
n g,
g an was ~~· e eca- politically correct and pissed off the power-elite. And, EARN AMORE PERFECT SALARY, REBUKE JUSdent 80s ~eeds to return, ?ut alas, it is too late.
justice, in these two cases, wa·s not blirKl. It spared its TICE, INSURE DOMESTIC BANALITY, IGNORE
THE GENERAL WELFARE AND SECURE THE
College IS no guarantee anymore. In fact there friend and punished its foe.
are no guarantees. One shouldn't commit suicide,
Consider a different case. A friend of mine, Lance BLESSING OF LIBERTY TO THOSE WHO CAN
but be realistic. America will have to fall further Turner, spent the better part of a day in prison and AFFORD IT, DO ORDAIN AND ESTABLISH THIS
before she will begin looking for her boot straps. receiv.ed 30 hours of commun!ty service for "illegally" CONSTIPATION OF THE UNITED RAPE OF
.
.
standmgon the entrance median at the Orlando Naval AMERIKA (sic).
·
Forget th~ credit card because, i::o matter what, training center last year during a Gulf War protest.
And ifl'm out ofline, someone please correct me and
they're gomg to get that 20 p~rcent from you.
His se.ntence, no matter how you look at it, was more justify judicial hypocrisy.

Brian Goercke
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Baby boomers forego cost then set pace for the decade
=============-====~~

were planted here despite the fact that Kennedy was 43.
Then, when BB was at the-delicate age of13, Kennedy
~
was shot. This scarred the whole generation. They went
from identifying with Frankie and Anette to Dennis
SEEING THE LIGHT
Hopper and Peter Fonda. The evolution of the Beatles
throughout the '60s mirrors the change.
'm usually an optimist about the future, even in the ·
The United States' role in Vietnam increased over the
worst of times. But as the baby boomer generation nextfewyears.Anykindofprote~tsaboutthewardidn6t
reaches leadership positions in the corporate world mean much until the full weight of the boomers was
and in government, it's becoming more difficult to main- added tothepeacemovementin1968when theywere18
tain this optimism. Never before in the history ofAmerica and more of them were serving or were eligible to serve
have we seen a more self-centered generation of people. there.
The excesses of their generation have fueled many of the
The assasintations of Robert Kennedy and Martin
problems of the past 30 years.
.
Luther King fanned the protest flames even more. LBJ
Let's take a walk through the life of the baby boomer. was associated more with the Eisenhower generation
One of the peak year8 of the births of this generation than Kennedy despite the fact that many of Kennedy's
(usually identified as those born between 1946and1960) advisors were still around. That is why the peace movewas 1950. So we'll use that year as our starting point.
ment really took off after Tet.
BB was born in 1950. Right from the start the media
Tet was a big failure for the North Vietnamese as the
made him a target audience. While many early televi- Viet Cong were virtually destroyed, but LBJ had no
sion shows were aimed at their parents, some of the credibilityatthistime.Plus,BBwas18-thatgreatage
biggest cult shows (remember.Howdie Doodie, Mickey of knowing everything and wanting to rebel against
Mouse Club) were aimed at the kids. Other shows authority. It's no surprise that Kent State happened in
portrayed family life like Donna Reed, Leave it to Beaver 1970 when BB was in college a couple of years to add
and Danby Thomas. No harm was really done here experience to the protesting an<l activism. While still in
except that down the road, they used the family image their early 20s, the boomers also fueled the other social
portrayed as a focus in their protests.
activist movements (like the feminist movement) in the
For the most part, the baby boomers weren't a prob- early '70s.
lem in the '50s. But now 1960 roles around and John
In the mid-'70s, BB laid low. He/she finished school
Kennedy is elected president. BB is 10 years old and at andbegancareers.Buttheydidfuel thediscosceneofthe
the beginning of his/her political learning. Their memo- late '70s. After all, who went to discos at this time? The
ries of Eisenhower is that of an old relic of World War II samegroupofpeoplewhousuallydominatethisscenewho let the country stagnate. Kennedy on the other hand people in the mid-to late 20s. Disco was their worst sin.
was young and exciting ond promised action. (It's no
Now the 1980s role around and BB goes to another
surprise that image is more important than substance to extreme. The yuppies are identified as people in their
the boomers). The seeds of not trusting anyone over 30 30s. They even had a (VERY STUPID) show about them

Rou Fuoco
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DARK
A CONTINUING
AND LANIE' WENT TO ATLANT>v'
SO SHE DOESNT f<NOw'. DID
TEJ)I)Y Sf\Y SHE WAS G~IN '
HOME ... OR Gorw Notwte?

COMEDY

- "thirtysomething." (They've had a ton ofmovies about
themincludingEasyrider,TheBigChillandWallStreet.)
If greed and excess were a big problem, it was largely
because of BB. (Look at Milken and others like him).
'?ther ?ig socio-political issues were aimed at this group
hke child-care and parental leave.
_
Activism returned in such areas like the environment
and animal rights, though they wer e not as big in the
political arena because the boomers did not put their
weight into it as they did in the sixties. One of the few
times they put their activism to good use was with Live
4id when they added the proper amount of business
acumen to the formula. It is why Live Aid was successful
and George Harrison's concert for Bangledesh in 1972
struggled.
.
Now I know others, who were not baby boomers, were
part ofwhatl described. But the causes that became big
did so because they were fueled by the numbers of baby ·
boomers. Their numbers allowed them to dominate the
eulture in an unprecedented way. But because of the
num_bers, excess and extremes can also describe the
group. Much of whatthey were involved in was good and
noble,fromthecausesandprot.estingtotheideaofstarting
afamilyandmakingmoney.Buttheyhavealwaysfounda
way to take it to extremes in a negative way.
~o now this group ~ll soon dominate the political
arena. I fear that extremes will again take hold in what
they do in that arena to the detriment of our society. As
they become older, the political issues will be concerned
more and more with the needs of the elderly. And they
will enact programs with the power they will have that
will make their elderly years more comfortable. They
will do this at the expense of the rest of the society.
One-tliought,however.Justaimaproductatthebaby
boom generation as they age and you can at least make
some money off this group.
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Warning: Frozen poultry proven to be an apt weapon
· used as a weapon. The Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch
printed a news item , . also sen t in by many alert
readers, concerning the arrest of a man who allegTRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
edly walked into a Franklin County savings and
loan, ordered the teller, at gunpoint, to give him
cash, and then "placed a stuffed duck on the counter."
hanksgiving is a time when we pause to grate''The man warned the teller that the small yellow
fully eat large amounts of food in memory of the
duck, which had an antenna sticking from its head, was
Pilgrims, a band of courageous and deeply dea remote-control explosive device," the story states.
vout people, unless it turns out that they were dirtbags.
The robber said that if he heard any alarms, he would
You never know anymore. Historians are constantly
set off the duck.
,
turning up shocking new evidence proving that everyFortunately it turned out to be just an ordinary
thing you ever learned in school was wrong. For exstuffed duck. But animal weapons are not always
ample, historians now tell us that the electric light bulb
harmless, as can be s~en by an Associated Press -story,
was NOT, in fact, invented by Alexander Graham Bell.
sent in by still MORE alert readers, stating that a
It was invented 3,000 years ago by the Aztecs, who
pizza-delivery man in Balch Springs, Texas, was - I
never got credit because they had nowhere to screw it
swear I am not making this up -"robbed of about $50
in. Aiid of course Columbus did not "discover" America.
by two thieves armed with-a snapping turtle."
Historians now believe that Columbus in fact never left
"That sucker was going to bite me," the man is quoted
Italy, and was not even born until 1921, and was
as saying. 'They put him right up in my face."
probably a \v~man. And not a very NICE woman,
I personally have had a deep respect for snapping
either.
turtles
ever since the summer of 1957, when I was a
So for all we know the Pilgrims were snake-worshipJEFF MACNELLY{TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
ing vampires. But we should celebrate Thanksgiving line, Susan Conley, who said the hardest part of the job camper at Camp Sharpar-oon and we swam in a murky
anyway, because it gives us a chance to eat turkey with is advising people that, because of improper penetra- lake containing a snapping turtle named "Big John"
our loved ones and our relatives and large colonies of tion, their turkeys should be used for something other who was so large that legally he should have had
potentially fatal bacteria if we have not cooked our , than dinner, such as landfill. "It's a difficult situation," navigational lights. Whenever we went swimming,
turkey properly. This is why we need to be aware of the she said. ''The turkey is the emotional focus ofthe entire some joker would shout, "BIG JOHN!" and we'd all
various turkey-advice hot lines, including the Butter-_ day."
,
.
shoot out of the water like Polaris missiles. If 'our
This is true. I have here a wire-service news item Olympic swimming team used this technique we'd
ball Turkey Talk Line (800-323-4848) and the U.S.
Department ofAgricultural Meat and Poultry Hot Line sent in by many alert readers last November headlined never lose another race.
Anyway, my concern, after this Balch Springs inci(800-535-4555). Both hot lines are staffed by trained MAN CHARGED IN ATrACK WITH FROZEN TURhome economists, who each year guide thousands of KEY. According to the article, an Oklahoma man spent dent, is that more criminals will start packing turtles,
panicky people through the turkey-cooking process. It's ·part of Thanksgiving Day in jail after he allegedly got which are quieter than guns and harder to pick up with
like in those old movies where the airline flight crew angry because his turkey was not defrosted. So, appar- metal detectors. I'm particularly worried that New
gets sick, and a terrified passenger has to try to land the ently unaware of the Butterball Turkey Talk Line, he York City youth gangs might start using snapping
plane, guided by radioed instructions ("Pull back on the threw the turkey along with a pie, into the parking lot turtles, leading to the danger that ·some turtles might
_throttle! You're coming in too high! Now wiggle the of his apartment complex, then broke his car wind- escape and mate with the albino alligators in the New
drumstick! It should move easily!")
shield with it, then threatened his wife with it.
York sewer system. Although historians now tell us
And this is not the only instance of poultry being that these are actually crocodiles.
I spoke to the head home economist at the USDA hot

Dave Barry
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ALPHA KAPPA PSI
The Alpha and Beta class are proud to
welcome the rew BROTHERS-GAMMA
class. Congrats to the new officers: Joe
Russ, Wendell, Shelley, Nisha, Kim, and
Sandy. Yellow Rose was awesomeCongrats to all.the award winners Laurie,
Lynn, Mary, Joe, Don, and Angie: I will
miss our weekly meetings-Thanks for all
your help-Lisa. Everyone have a great
Thanksgiving-ALPHA KAPPA PSI!!!
Kim-sshhhh-Jorge is concentrating.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Greeks: Have a happy and safe Thanks. giving. For those out-of state Taus' "Z"
and I will be @ the house going "Buck
Wild' ... Rez, you didn't read that! TBMT/
ITOD!!!
DELTA DELTA DELTA
The Sisters and pledges of MA wish all
UCF students, staff, and faculty a very
safe and Happy Thanksgiving!

SIGMA CHI
PARDIGRASAND SWASHBUCKLER. ..
; what more can we say? Oh, I know ... Our
new million dollar house finally has walls!
You lhoug~t we were good without a
house-LOOK OUT!!
ZETA TAU ALPHA
Thanks 2:AE pledges for that. awesome
serenade Thurs. night. We can't wait for
Homecoming 1992! Hey AXA-we want
to totter in '92 w/ you! Have U fett the
wrath of OTT? Hey nKA-nice Woodser!
ZfA pledges RULE the campus! ZETA
ALL THE DAMN TIME- YOU KNOW IT!
ZLAMZLAMZLAMZLAMZLAMZLAM

CLUB INFO
AIR FORCE ROTC
CADETS,
HAVE A SAFE THANKSGIVING
WEEKEND!
A.A MEETING EVERY WEDNESDAY
12-1pm STUDENT CENTER BLDG
ROOM 211

KAPPA SIGMA
Congratulations to our new Brothers I
mean JFA's. Brothers get pumped for
basketball and soccer. Don't forget to
get your$ for Founders Day. KAPPA
SIGMA RULES!!! AEl<LlB

UCF. $225 rent $150 dep. Avail Dec. 1.
Call Ellen 249-0668.
M/F Roommate move in Jan 1 nonsmoking $215/month + 1/3util. Get own bath
overlooks Lake Call 657-9837.

Pl BETA PHI
What a weekend for banquets! Sure the
rest were fine, but the Ticl>'s showed up
strong at LAE. That's where the party
was at! Congrats to Arrowman & champ
homecoming chair Scott Sweeny for Most
Improved Brother. Rest up Ticl>'s cause
Beaus & Arrows is coming! Hey AXA,
with your help, n<t> will win homecoming
two years ln a row! TI<t>'s #11 Have a
Happy Turkey Day!
Pl SIGMA EPSILON
Great social last weekend! The end of
the semester is near! Keep up the great
work. This year's service project is going
to be excellent. Let's get motivated!

82 Scirroco, Good Condition, Runs
Strnng. Asking $1400 Phone: 380-0173

3Bdrm 2Ba 1-4/Lee Rd. Great Area large.
$600, Avail. 12/7 897-3300

GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehicles from
$100. Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes.
Chevys. Surplus. Buyers Guide. (1) 805
962-8000 Ext.S-4628

'69 PONTIAC FlREBIRD Classrc Auto
excellent mechanical cond. $2500 moving, must sacrifice Ph. 382-3789

VGood Cond 2/2th, Cabridge Circle Off
Alafaya, W/D, Range, Mierow, Ref, AC/
Hea, Cable, etc. Call Troy 381-2701

1983 Buick Century A/C-Stereo $1500
. Must Sell Neg. 277-4078

LG Studio 15min to UCF. Take over
lease til March w/ ability to renew move
in Dec. 657-8078.

1985 Nissan Sentra, low mileage, excellent condition inside and out. Auto, A/C,
Stereo Cass., much more. Must see and
drive to appreciate. $3,200 or best offer.
Judy ext. 5544 or 339-2043

3Bdrm/2Bth House 2 mi from UCF $625/
Mlge Yard Available 12/01 381-6738
Looking for Fi to share home with married
couple. Private Room and Bathroom.
Howell Branch-AlomaAve.Area, 15min.
from UCF $275 mo.+ util. 678-5719

HELP WANTED
RPS NEEDS PIT PACKAGE HANDLERSFROM3-7AM$7 PER HR CALL
297-3715

2/2 New Condo! Amenities, 1 mile from
UCF. Clean, quiet, non-smoker. $450,
plus deposit. Price Negotiable if 1 person. 366-4917

Cleaners wanted for swimsuit-lingerie
house-cleaning service. Excellent parttime money. 1(800) 747-1552

2/2 Fully Furnished Townhouse 20 min
to UC F (Goldenrod) Clean Quiet Garden
Comm Pool Tennis May Share $625/
mo. 671-0596

Summer Management Opportunities
Available! Students earn 7-14 thousand
dollars this summer, as well as g~in
valuable business experience. This summer, be your own boss! Please contact
The Works Corporation 1-800-443--3059

FOR SALE

BABYSITIER To care for two children,
10 and ?.after school every weekday but
Thursday, 2-5pm . Must have own car
and references. Call 629-6243.

M/F, N/S, responsible, .exceptionally
clean to share-3/2 home near Tuskawilla.
$300/mo. includes all but phone,. Xtras.
695-0241 Alan

Female Roommate Needed ASAP
· Choice of 2 Bedrooms w/ Private Bath.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Vaulted Ceilings and big Kitchen. Call
Good news for our athletes and all of. 249-2077.
their fans, The All Sports Trophy is back
in our hands! We dominate year after Female Nonsmoking roommate wanted
year, who's No.1? I think it's very clear!! to share 3bdrm/2 bath quiet house near
AXA-1
Fashion Sq Mall Wood floors, Wash/
Dry.AC, Dishwash, Microwaves, Spa, &
PHI DELTA THETA
dog. $225+$25 elec. 896-3790
A sincere thanks to the ladies of Pi Beta
Phi for their hospitality and company. Non-smoking roommate wanted to share
NOW! For all those who still haze their a cute 2 br home in Winter Park furpledges, come on! What happened to nished except bedroom avail Dec or Jan
respect for others? And to those hazed, $275mo +1/2 util 644-1928
what happened to self-love and selfrespect. "$.,.says you get what's comin' Share 212 new Apt. in Polos East, W/D,
to you, and remember, what goes around,
Microwave & all amenities. $300/mo. +
· comes around ... and you can take thatto 1/2 Util. Nick 384-7951 H/281-2089H
the bank. Is anyone else gonna take a
stand? I thought not! Until you do, noth- · Female non-smoker needed to rent beding will change! Phi Delt rules. Peace, room in a 3 bedroom ·2 bath apt. Rent
brothers ... and everyone else. See ya! is$190/mo. + 1/3 utilities. ASAP 380D2BG!
0209
PHI GAMMA DELTA
Pledges, hope you're having fun and
keep up the GPAs. Remember the
Jefferson Triad! Thanks to the beautiful
ladies of MA for letting us participate in
the car wash. Purple Garter was a
BLAST! FIJI, Phi Gamma Delta - two
names that could only mean one thingexcellence.

1

Clean 2 story townhouse for rent! 2 bedroom/2 bath. Walk to school. Backs up to
Lake/Preserve! All appliances, including washer/dryer, microwave, and dishwasher. $450 per month Call John at
886-9579

2/2 Apt. Walk to school, Clean, extras,
$425 +Sec. Move in Specials 872-0373

F NS doglover needed to share 2/1 near

VCR Mitsubishi Stereo, Remote $150
Desk, Very Nice $80
Dining Set, Wiker, Glass, Chairs, $150
Shelves (2) Coffee Table $100
Bed New Queen Size $100
Call Fred 380-0173

Hostess for Ski Club Trip Dec. 15, 1991Jan. 1, 1991. Vail, Aspen, Includes Meals,
Transportation Lodging-Snow Skiing-No
Experience, Salary$800, P.O. Box677395, Orlando, Florida 32867

Washer/Dryer for Sale. Great condition.
Asking $125 for each. 'Call 366-6633.

Cocktail Waitresses for New Lounge to
open Mid-December. Call for Interview
352-0556

IMAGEWRITER II-Excellent condition,
color ribbon and cover included. I bought
it for $380-l'm selling it for $170-desperate to sell-380-2026 X1511-lf I'm not
home-keep calling !!

SERVICES

-

Amiga-1 M RAM, monitor, & tons of
software. $650 or best offer: Call 3823789

FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
Lower rates. Quality instruction. Can
teach all ratings. Contact Kyle at 8764640 or Shelly at 380-7150

BOA-41/2ft, female, very healthy, cage,

-

Professional PC SERVICES 380-7429

WP~~

;:yPING-Hush Projects Accepted.
Accurate I Affordable Cindy I 3_6~-486~
WORD PROCESSING. 1 erm Papers,
resumes, thesis, etc. Professior 1al, timely,
and accurate service. Call "The Clerieal
Support Source" today at 407-323-8396
and ask for Lisa
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
Word Processing I Laser Printing
P_ersonalized Productions 679-7382
Quali-Type/IBM Word Proc'g. Term Papers, thesis, resumes. Reasonable. Call
Marti 365-3870 after 6pm a UCF Employee
·

TUTORS

{

(

..

SAT ACT GAE GMAT CLAST PREP.
Educators, Not Just Tutars. General
Math: Through Trig. Open Enrollment
Flexible Classes 249-4070
BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, MODULA2, CGS3000 CONSULTING. 249-1724
SPANISH TUTORING CALL MARIA
282-9872 BETWEEN 1 TO 3; AFTER
9PM ALSO WEEKENDS

,

<.

OTHER

$100 REWARD ,$100
For Information leading to the arrest and
conviction of the person(s) who have
stolen and desecrated the U.S. Fl~g. the
Credit Union Anchor Flag, and damaged
the property of Navy Orlando Federal
Credit Union.
;
Contact Tom Embree277-5045 Ext. 136
SPRING BREAK-Jamaica/Cancu.nMarch 8th to 12th form $321 includes air/
hotel tax/transfers-Call Sand lake Travel
352-2808 Emmanuel"LIMITED SPACE
AVAIL.

(

(

Attention: Soap Fans:
TriptoSetsof: General Hospital, Days of
Our lives, and Santa Barbara. For more
!nfo Call 380-6000ext1361 Ask for Tami.

LONELY•'s
Singles Date Line local or across US 1900-776-LOVE Ext 524 $2/min. 24 hrs.

& heat rock $225. 382-3789

College Student Desperately needs to
' sell '84 Chevette. Runs good $800 080
2b/2b MINS, Dog friendly, $250 plus 1/3 Call 677-7383.
utilities & phone. Includes washer & dryer,
micro, screened patio. Location@436 & Washer/Dryer $200 Must Sell 275-0927
Goldenrod. Contact 384-7250
Moving Sale-Waterbed, couches, new
Female wanted to share 3bdr 2 bath Tibet lamb Coat, Formal Dresses, etc.
Home very private 1 mile to UCF fully Sat. & Sun. 657-8078
Furnished Cable Phone Washer Dryer
1987 IBM Model 5151+Epson Printer
No Lease $275.0Q plus 1/2 671-9607
LX-86. Software: Lotus 1-2-3, Word PerF NS to share 2/2 apt. on Chickasaw fect, & more. For Details Call 275-7561/
$255 R 1/2 util $150 Dep Call Kathleen Leave Message. ·
875-1234
Drums-5 piece, heavy hardware, exc
M/F, NS 1400'2ft House Hwy436+50 cond, cymbals, $350 Lucas 380-3609
area Washer+Dryer, Extras, Responsible, Clean 648-2298, 872-0373, 382- 1987 Di Giorgio classical guitar (with
case) $200 need to sell before Christ3631 $200, 1/3 Util
mas (Fernando) Tel 823-4227
M/F Roommate needed to share 2 br/ba.
Must be clean responsible $200/mo+ 1/3 AT-386-16/20 COMPUTERS: 387
math co, SV GA, color monitor, 6MB RAM
utll. 1.5 mi. to UCF Call 380-0462
$1200; $1100 w/o mathco 894-4606
I
M/F Roommate needed to share a new
2bd 2brduplex, contemporary furniture, GUITAR-Hamer Special AMP-YAMAHA
must be neat and clean, $300 mo Call · G.50112 $350, $250 CHEVY CAPRICE
Bill at 679-4812
'77 Runs Good-$850 Call 677-6825 ·

TYPISTS
STRAIGHT "A" TYPING*382-9665
WORDPROCESSING &
PRESENTATION SPECIALISTS
IBM and Macintosh computers.
Laser printing, copying, and binding.
TYPING SERVICES - Call Nancy ,at
679-4006.
PRO WORD PROCESSING
We Can Do Anything You Want
No Job is Too Large or Too Small
PER PAGE/From as Low as $1.00
24 Hrs. 7 Days/wk
HOT LINE: 407-423-8078
All Work·Guaranteed *Fast* Accurate
i

WP,EDfflNG: APA,MLA,etc.366-0538

~~~~~~~~~~~~

WORDMASTERS 277·9600
Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, Word
Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

Fast* Professional* Accurate

-
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DELTA SIGMA Pl
Congrats to our new brothers! B-Ball
Game tonite 8:30 ELECTIONS are in a
week. Good luck to all candidates. Hope
everyonehasagreatTurkey-DAY!Study
hard! Proud to be a DELTASIG!
KAPPA DELTA
Ladies X-mas dance is just around the
corner. Keep selling your magazines &
candy. Pledges you're awesome & we•
U! Hope everyone has a great Thanksgiving! Start studying for finals!

~~~~~~~~~~~~

PERSONALS
Barbie, I have a surprise for you! Want to
go to the Ballet? I got two tickets for the
Nutcraker in the SCA Dec. 2. I know ifs
free, but it's the thought that counts I •
U
Brett
(

America Needs Industrial Engineers to
improve quality of products & se·rvices,
expand manufacturing capabilities and
increase productivity of our workforce.
THE DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING offers BS, MS, & PhD degrees in IE. CallNisit Mr. Fernandez or
Dr. Mary Danzat823-2204formoreinfo.
.

"'

Mr. Fernandez and Dr. Mary Danz wi[I
tell you everything you always wanted to
know about majoring in Industrial Engineering - but were afraid to ask! Call
them for info at 823-2204
Pie...
It will probably be the longest
Holiday - wah! - but you know you know
it will still be a Happy, (what is it? 1 year
and 3? 4? Months) One Year & THREE
Months Babe! Love the cruise! Cutie ...

\
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Kultur Fest lacked special 'something'

,,

by Anth~ny Torres

1•

Kultur Fest '91 at Eau Gallie
was quite the dismal experience.
Somethingswerefated,othermishaps were avoidable with proper
planning.
·
FATE
The weather was colder than
the date I got lucky with_under
Joan' 'R.I.P." Lester's tombstone.
Thefreezingnumbnessmadeone
envious of hamsters in glass jars.
Fate dealt a raw deal to Mike
Diana, a colorful artist/publisher
of "Boiled Angel" magazine and
film-maker behind "Baked Baby
Jesus."Hiscar brokedownoutside of the small town of CQcoa.
Even worse,
someperson
broke his
passenger
side window
to steal his
empty wallet Not fun.
Fate was
strange. We
ran into Mike at a convenience
store in Cocoa For those of you
who aren't me, Mike was supposed to get a ride with the entourage departing Orlando at 6 p.m.
But he didn't show. And while I
was going through the conve· nience store, I thought this fellow
wearing a plaid shirt and longish
. hair looked like the kid in "Baked
Baby Jesus." Odd ball as it may
sound, it was Mike!

So we traveled to Eau Gallie
with different pictures in our mind
of what it was to be. For the sake
-of positivity; negatives won't~
. addressed. The event took place
in the grassy lot outside of the
Dynamo Tang Boda gallery,
which was a very small artspace.
The art in the back room was
interesting.
.
Refreshments were available,
but since I don't consume beer,
the pot_of pickled food I didn't
know what the hell it was or how
you're supposed to eat, became
the object of my stomach's affection. Later in the evening, I came
to recognize the importance ofbeing selective of what passes
throughone's
lips, especially if you
don't know
what it is or
how to eat it.
T wo
do w n e rs ,
aside from the
weather and
Mike's car, were: I) the city of
Eau Gallie. Taking a -stroll to the

\
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nately, mongloid pyro-man bored
the audience out of normal sensibilities, so they left while Helen of
Troy was setting up. Heck, they
had their beer and couldn't feel
their toes, so why bother?
Next up was Madonna
Shaftsuck. Carl, again, played
bass, while Alex Kinnan and Reine
gave an inspired reading. This
was to no audience whatsoever.
REASONS TO LIVE
Helen of Troy played next for the Still, it WflS all worth it seeing a
"open slate" that was not orga- ski-maskedMikeDianastrapona
nized inthemannerexpected. And huge phallic he went through the
they pretty much made me happy trouble of buying at a porn shop.
localsubway,Mik~andlrealized to know Carl Mixon, the bassist, Even better was him giving some
this was a small town that had the and Paul Wood, the guitarist. of his love to a baby doll. Al· stores, but no houses. Subway Reine, the vocalist, drove me out though humor is different in difwas neat. The gallery was nice. 2) there. If I didn't like the band, I ferent cultures, my American
Performance wise, the fates wouldn 'tmention them. Butsince funny bone was tickled when Mike
screwed us up. Pyrotechnical wiz- . they were so ear pleasing, thought stood with anns to the side with a
ard wasn't what I expected him to I'd share the news. By far, they babydollatarightangletohisgroin.
be. He was wearing a flame-retar- were the most professional outfit HOPE FOR MANKIND
In the end, this srory has a fairy
dant suit: set yourself on fire! there. Helen ofTroy made the trip
Instead, the perfonnance noise worth it, in my opinion. Unfortu- tale-ish closing. Carl let us stay
piece was trite noise cliche' sending with mongloid doing flips to
get some kind of audience response. The concept could've
flown, and tht1 head masks were
pretty neat. But 30minutes? And
not too much fire, either. A crowd
had fonned at the beginning of
there perfonnance and most of
them left afterward.

the night in his parent's house.
Reine was a God-send. She took
the time to stay in Eau Gallie overnight so we could pick up
Mike's car the next morning. And
when we found that the car had
been towed, Reine drove to the lot
where it was impounded.
Carl and Reine were proof that
there are humane people in this
world. Reine, to repeat her name
again, was the Kultur Pest's darling. Mike knew her for about
four hours, yet she was above
cons;aerate in helping him out.
The Kultur Fest could've been
worse, and it could've been better. Spectator wise, it was interesting seeing Mike Diana with
Madonna Shaftsuck and listening
to Helen of Troy. As the mutual
consensus went afterward, the
Kultur Fest didn't live up to what
we expected it to be, but we were
glad we went anyhow.
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'Beauty' attracts beasts of all ages in Disney's ~test animation
by Ant,hony Torres

ing" beast sequence at the finale of
the film. Aside from these little
Alas, two years later, WaltDisney thingsthatmaynotreallyex.ist(Alex,
World has provideq us with a sue- fellow filmwatcher, sajd he didn't
cessor to the "Little Mennaid" in notice anything wrong) this film is
another animated fairy tale boasting flawless.
anotherstorybytheMennaid 'ssong
The story takes place in France,
writing team of Howanl Ashman whereaintelligentyounggirlnamed
andAlanMenken. Thetwoarenow Belle hits the cobblestone of her
one, thanks to this little thing called town and breaks into a inspiring
AIDS. "Beauty and the Beast" is song about "provincial life." It's a
dedicatedtothememoryofHowanl treat for adults as much as youth
Aslnn~Anothersimilaritybetween Those of you who had sea-like
thetwoanimatedChristmasreleases dreamsofArielmennaid will probis the fact that the films"two leads ably get more of the same with
have thelastname"Benson."Little Belle. Brownhair,strongface, perky
Mennaid'sArielisJodi,Beautyand breasts, good bones and full lips
the Beast's beast is Robby.
youcouldonlypictureyourselfkissNow that'we have this super- ing. Sooner or later someone will
stition thing go1ng, let's also note gopublic,and''PeopleinLovewith
that three presidents were all killed · Animated Beings,. will be a naon the same day, that my twin sisters tional movement Any female who
were both born on the same day and bears some semblance to Ariel or
year, and that when I was 12, I was thecurrentDisneypin-upbabeBelle
wearingclot!Jesmybrotherhadwom should send a photo to this paper. ·
when he was 12, too! Mak~ your Cartoon fetish? Must've started in
mind spin, don't it?
my misspent youth on those SaturMinds shouldn't spin while .day mornings...
·
watching "Bea~ty and the Beast," ·
Cartooniflilia aside, the film's
but hearts will do leaps and bounds. slapsticksparlcthekidstolaugh. The
Seriously. This is one of the few wit causes the pirents to chuckle.
movies that inspire one to kiss the Well-paced action keeps this film
person to theirleft. Unfortunately, 75 rolling. SomethingabouttheseHolipercent of the audience at the day releases from Disney- hey
screening I attended wouldn't are actuallythe best cinema for your
be able to see a PG film alone, money. Where can you find good
and Man/Boy Love hasn't made its plot, song and dance and humor
wayintoAmerica'sheartsyet Butif mixedwithsadness,inafinaltriumthings were different, most definitely phant ending?
Animation in this film is classic
Sooner than you can Jiminy
Disney. One flaw was the way the Cricket we find ourselves in the
shape of the beautiful protagonist's beast's castle. The coolest of cool
nose continued changing with each cartoon characters is Lumiere, the
head movement Since Belle is . talkiTig- candle stick holder. His
more reality based than Ariel ofthe courtingoftheFrenchfeather-duster
''Little Mennaid/' it was a tad bit madethoseinmyagegrouplaugh.
annoying seeing "Beauty's" nose
Let's think about something:
grow bigger apd longer within 5 would you rather me delve deep
seconds. This continuity error in into this movie, give away its little .
animationwasvisiblewiththe"danc- swprises and spill all the beans asto

b.

J.•

Th~I creative musical writers Howard Ashman Oeft) and Alan Menken. (Watt. Disney company)

why it's such a love inspiring, expe- ment, or would you cmose to see the
riende guaranteed to give the most · movie on your own? I suggest the
co~ofusasortofsensual refine- latter.-

A final compliment on "Beauty
BEAST continued page 13
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It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.
------·----

It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
~eep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even.when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
»If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar
system faster, too.
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AHEAD
Tuesday,Nov.26

•

•
•

ervations 823-2862.

Die Warzau with Candyland-10 p.m.
J.J. Whispers. $5 at the door.

"Reckless" - 2 p.m. University of "Madonna: Truth or Dare" - 6:30 and
Central Florida Theatre production of 9 p.m. SAC.
Craig Lucas comic drama in which a
Thursday, Nov. 28
woman tries to cope with the eccen- Wednesday, Nov. 27
trlcities of life. UCF Theatre. $7. ResShame-3rd Annual Fur Is Dead Benefit
with Potential Frenzy,
Alabaster,
Mark
Sabatino, Monday Mom-_
ings and other Central
Florida acts. 7 p.m. at
Beacham Theatre,
Beacham'sJazz& BTues
Club and Beach Club.
$5 advance, $7 day of
showforthe Beacham's
ar.d $3 at the door for
1

p· - ~' S k,~~ ~ s - 9~. m .
Tr.e Barn. $20.
Saturday, Nov. 30

The industrial Die Warzau will perform at J J. Whispers. (Fiction)

1

1\tladonna and h~r '- "~~~a 0 1.: in '"frm... -~ .. ~>A• ...,.~· V•l' • ••.. ,.. :,;
Fishbone and Primus-8 p.m.(doors
open at 7 p.m.). Beacham Theatre. $15
advance, $17 day of show.
Bolt Thrower, Sacrifice and Believer
-8 p.m. Spacefish Cafe. $10 advance,
$12 day of show.
"Cactus Flower" - 8 p.m. Rivertown
Players production of Abe Burrows comedy about adentist who pretends to have
a wife so as not to marry his girlfriends.
Cultural Arts Center, Deland. $9 general,
$6 students. Reservations (904) 7367456. -

Sunday, Dec. 1
"Nutcracker" - 2and 7 p.m. SCA.
"Ernest Saves Christmas" - 6:30 and
9p.m.SAC.
Angela Bofill - Bp.m. Beacham Theatre. $13 advance, $15 day of show.
Gregory Hines - 8 p.m. Tupperware
Convention Center Auditorium. $27.50
Monday, Dec. 2

.

Jethro Tull-8 p.m. Sun Dome. $20.50.

Try The
New

•

11

For
Lunch

THIS HOLIDAY SEASON!

if you have experienc ed downtime ...

now experience

, uptime

I

,_--------------12
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Grief permeates "ZarizibM,"
viewer's impressions of play
by Alissa Barber

THEATRE FACTS

Opening last weekend, Theatre Downtown's "Approaching
'.Zanzibar'' tells a touching story of
the Blossom family vacation that
ends at the deathbed of a relative.
While this theme naturally
lends itself to exploration of powerful emotions and family relationships, this exploration is hampered by the confusion of fragmented scenes, undeveloped characters and emotional expression.
"Approaching Zanzibar's"
story unfolds in a myriad.of short
scenes as the Blossoms travel
across the country, stopping at
various destinations on their vacation. Many scenes introduce
new characters or ideas about
existing charac~ers that are left
hanging in the air untouched. At
times, a character would go
through emotional release, such
as Mrs. Blossom's grief over her
infertility as the scene closed,
stunting this release and leaving it
invalid.
The characters found in "Approaching Zanzibar" can be
equally unsatisfying, as both the
family members and the supporting cast struggle to realize their
potential within this framework.
The self-doubt rentral to family
members' characterization, seen
in Mr. Blossom 's career failures
asacomposerandMrs.Blossom's
denial of her weaving talents, is
conveyed through explosive
bursts of frustration or careless
statements that lacked direction.
New characters added to this
morass, as they were introduced
with no real pwpose (a child psychic) or too late in the st9ry to feel
any real concern for them or their
feelings (the sick relative's doctor).
The emotional expression
found in the play was .an after~

thought until the final scenes in sion-by-yelling-loudlydisplayed the shortcomings of "Approachtherelative'ssickroom,whenwet, by some cast members, the final ing'.Zanzibar,"buttheywere worth
soggy emotions landed feet first scenes of the family, silent as they waiting for.
''Approaching Zanzibar'' runs
on the viewer as character after heldeachother,(withanacoustic
character slogged their way guitar playing softly) held a spe- Nov. 22-Dec. 21 on Thursday,
through catharsis. After suffer- cial power to move the audience. Friday and Saturday evenings and
ing through emotional-expres- _ Unfortunately, they spotlighted Sunday afternoon at Theatre

Downtown.
Seeing as how my word isn't
law, you should give the play a
chance (and Theatre Downtown
your support) by going to see it
during its run. At this point, it can
only improve.
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Diabetes

. Association
3101 Maguire Blvd .. Suite 2b8
Orlando, FL 32803
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. Sketches tum Kaleidoscope into a Downtown revelation
by Alissa Barber

•

A multi-media concept atTheatre Downtown, Kaleidoscope
saw the coming together of a
• diverse group of artists and expression, ranging from theater to
music to dance, with a backdrop
"' of visual art and sculpture.
Presented by Lisa Kramer and
Jim O'Rourke of Nightbeat Pro• ductions and with art direction by
David Cumbie, Kaleidoscope re-

artists who never circulate with a
cross-section of an audience to
create a very interesting cocktail
party!" The aUdience of more
than 70 people free to wander
about and enjoy the events could
not help but agree that it succeeded.
''Two Guys on Stage," two
short theatrical sketches by Lara .
Mcivor and Wes Kaye, provided
a wondetful mixture of humor
and social satire while spotlighting their talent for characteriza-

vealed th~ broad spectrum of artistictalentfound in Orlando while
giving Orlando nightlife an exciting alternative for two brief
evenings, Nov. 15 and 16.
With the Obligatory Criticlike
Sentences .safely out of the way,
let me say that the evening I spent
there was mostly wondetful, occasionally pitiful, but always Wlusual. Lisa Kramer stated one
intent of Kaleidoscope as "bringing together all these different

tion. Other great moments in this tionable
degree
of
evening's history were fo.Wid in "alternativeness" in their pink
the musical pe1fonnancesofMruk spandexed perfonnance backed
Sabatino, Swannface and Tom the by all your favorite radio hits.
Wandering Saxophone Player.
Kramerpromisesforthcbming
Not quite as stunning were the Kaleidos~pe ·events put on by
perfonnances by Tony Garan, Nightbeat Productions and hopewho got in touch with the child fully the success of the first weekwithin via screeching guitar end will help make her promises
whines and high pitched ranting, . realities. Kaleidoscope was a
and Revolutions Per Minute Al- welcomeshowcaseforOrlando's
temativeDanceCompany,show- . artistic community and an interestingWidisputable talent but aques- ing experience.for their audience.

Special effects group danced with wolves
by Anthony Torres

. ________ -_.

--

building.
something that begins with "A"
(Un)fortun·ately, the building and ends with an "S." You fill in
This was such a happy day to- was only two stories high at the your perverse thoughts here.
day, until I had to write this article most. He landed on his feet. UnTalking about perverted, there
about the K.N.B. EFX Group that harmed, without injury. Now he's was one strange girl at this event.
was at the SCA Wednesday. It's in solitary confinement, which goes According to Eric Carlson, she tried
not really much fun writing about to show there are no winners in this to scam on Mr. Special Effects bean event that readers will have no game of life-attempts.
fore the show. Plus she talked loudly
way in hell ofexPeriencing. I mean,
Speakingoflife-attempts,mybest throughout. My heart almost
this event is like committing suc- friendtriedtogetpregnantninemonths stopped when I realized that she
cessful suicide: a one shot deal.
ago. Maybe he is too effeminate for looked a lot like someone beautiful
Speaking of suicide, an ex-mate his own good, but looking like a that stopped my heart earlier in the
of Erin turned inmate tried to com- lady doesn't mean you can repro- day. The bum deal was that this
mit suicide this weekend. In des- ducelikeone.Anyhow,hegaveme loud girl was drinking beer like an
peration, he jumped backward off a the news that he has contracted _ ex-football player on a Monday
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . night. Not a pretty sight seeing a
girl so much degraded by being a
soci~-drinking idiot. Add this to
my feelings of infatuation turning
to anger: the gold goddess turned to
piss rust. In the end, this loud girl
wasn't the one I wanted to hold
hands with (ain't! so damn sweet?),
but just a drunk idiot.
Talking about idiots, there was
this -chick .talking about Michael
Jackson's new "Black & White"
video like she had seen the Virgin
Mary in her pill box. Stupidity
'should be a crime! Es¢.cially on
the college level. But those in my
circle weren't boneheads. Brad
Weckman, a production godhead,
video taped the event Eric li~tened
intent! y. Alex snored. I talked to
myself. Rafael tried talking to himself, but was given the cold shoulder.
The guy was from Pittsburgh,
I
home of special effects greats Tom
Savani, George Romero and Bill
Bogle.
This was multi-medium mayhem. He showed clips from "Evil
Dead 3," which required many
many many skeletons, as well as
clips from "Dances with Wolves."
His sense of humor and positivity
made everything all right!
Ahh, you found the juice already.
No need in squeezing this lemon
any longer. If you would like to see
this epic event, call x4190 and be
prepared to pay $5 for a bootleg
video tape of this event. This was
one of those events you had_to be
there for.
·

•

rice.
now.

BEAST
FROMPAGElO
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Macintosh Classic ®~1·stem.

Macintosh LC ,~J 1Stem.

>

Macintosh !lsi System.

Now's the right time to buy an Apple(i<'.
What's more, you may even qualify for the
Macintosh® computer system. Because right now new Apple Computer Loan, which makes buying a
you can save big on Apple's most popular com- · Macintosh now even easier.
puters and qualifying printers. And Macintosh is
So come in right now and check out the big
the right computer to help you achieve your best, savings on Macintosh. But hurry- these special
throughout college and beyond.
savings last only through January 5, 1992.
I

•

For further information visit UCF Computer Sales Office
in our new location next to the Biology Buildii1g
Open 9-5 Mon-Thurs and Fri 9-4
or call Michael Pridemore at 823-5434
© 1991 Apple Compu1er. Inc. Apple. !he :\pple logo ;md ~larnllo~h are l'l'g1'iert.'!l tradem~rks of Apple Compulrr. Inc. Cl:L'"c 1> ~ regi>wred tradem:trk licensed to Apple Computer. Inc.

,.~

"

and the Beast" This is an
siac, guaranteed to get you a hiving
sixxmful Tre idea that love can
transcend physical repulsion, which
is what happens here, should fjtid its
wayintoyourdate'shead.
k,
maybe she just might leave theater thinking you're not su
bad
looker after all
However, if you a:re a man/
boy aficionado, don't bothertaking your "date" to _see thi ,film.
It'slikekitchencounter's: ~ ve
their head. For everyone · e,
see the film over Thanks
g
wit h a loved one or son
e
you wish was your lovec ~.
Heck, see it 12 times wi
2
different loved ones. Yo
y
live once.
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FLORIDA STARS

score in double figures. Frank
Ireland
led the way with 26
FROM PAGE 16
points, followed by _O liver Lee
tive fashion, but mid way with23 ~d Terry Johnson with
through the first half, the more 22.
Freshman Ray Carter talexperienced Stars began to aslied 16 points for the Knights,
sert themselves.
A three-point play by Oliver who placed four scorers in
Lee with 11 minutes, 20 sec- double digits; senior Ken Leeks
onds remaining in the first h alf added 15 and freshmen Darryl
erased a 17-16 Knights' lead Davis and Albert Legette conand the Stars never looked tributed 11 and 10 points, respectively. Davis led all playba,ck.
The former collegians ers in rebounds with 10.
Despite Saturday's blowout,
outshot their junior counterparts 51 percent to 32.5 per- Dean remains optimistic that
cent in building a 57-34 half- his young team will be a comtime lead; they would get no petitive force against collegiate
closer than 15 points in the competition.
''We've set some pretty high
second half of play.
"These things ju o~ - l ppen goals for ·ourselves this year,"
somet imes and there's .1. .._.."'t a he said. ''We want to have a
thing you can do about it," Dean · winning season and finish
said. "You just have to take it, above .500 in the Sun-Belt Con·
lick your wounds, roll up your ference.
"We've got a winning tradisleeves and get ready for the
tion here at UCF and we want
next game."
·
The S~s had six players to to uphold that tradition."

RUGBY

score the try.
Rob Gingell booted another
conversion kick to put UCFback
on top, 12-7. Space Coast kicked
off and the game ended.
''We got fired up at the end,"
Linehan said. "It helped not
playing for a while."
The team has had two weekends off, and they feel that has
been a help.

FROM PAGE 16
,., )

down, 0-4.
UCf began the second half
in a positive way by scoring a
try just two minutes into the
half. Co-captain John Linehan
scored the try and Rob Gingell
kicked the point after to give
UCF tlie lead 6-4.
Space Coast put the pressure
on and was able to come up with
a penalty kick for three more
points to regain the lead, 7-6.
·with time winding down,
both teams turned up the heat
and play went back and forth as
much as the score.
Finally,
UCF's
Joe
Czachowski found . a hole and
ran the ball down near the try
zone. Linehan followed in support and when Czachowski got
tackled, Linehan was there to
recover the ball for UCF and

r-------------------,

I
I
I
I
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in two weeks.
"I think it was a good tune-up
for the tournament in two "
weeks,"Richolson said. "We have
to play at least three games and
possibly four in one weekend." , .
The Florida Cup Tournament
is being played at the Citrus
Bowl on Dec. 7 and 8 and is the
last game for the team of the "
1991 season.
·

50¢ Pizza Slices !

:

Luxury
You Can
Afford

BUY ONE
6 11 SUB
AND ANY SIZE DRINK REGULAR PRICE

GET ONE. FOR 99¢
of equal or lesser value
(with this coupon only)

235 University Park

679 - 6120

(Between Waccamaw & Baby Super Store)

r-------------------l
MARYLAND FRIED cmCKEN
OF UNION PARK

...,

I

··~,

I
Buy 16 piece Buffalo Wings
••
Get 1 O piece Bufflo Wings I,,
I
FREE
I
Must present coupon. Limit one
per person
expires 12/31 /91

9710 E HWY 50 • BETWEEN ECON & DEAN RD.

...

I.
I

··~

I

13~~4_!0..: 2~~ I~ ~~~R~ ~~ ~~C~~~J.
Happy Thanksgiving from•••
i

I
1

· ~I

use t hem.
If he says no ,
so c a n you.

If you think you
· can't get it you're
dead wr~ng.

I
College Ni.ght. At.Piizza:z..·z I
4088 N. GOLDENROD, WlNTER PARK, K-MART PLAZA
I
I
20 oz. Drafts $10.0.!
1
Wednesday Night is...

~=~~~~~~~-------~~~~J

YOU CAN'T 1
LIVE ON
HOPE

·Al DS

"With three weeks off we got Cup in two weeks."
"I think Czachowski did an
time to recover. Everyone was
awesome job on our last job,"
fresh today," Lineharr said.
This was the last regular sea- said Leo Richolson. "He ran it
son game of the year and the down the field and passed it to
last for senior Czachowski, who Linehan who dove in for the
t:ry."
was happy with the win.
Richolson came up with some
"It was a good win because
we beat one of the top teams in big plays for the Knights and
the state," Czach ow ski said. . feels that the team looks good
"And we arereadyfor the Florida for the Citrus Bowl Tournament
-

~----;i

You hope this guy is
finally tha right guy.
You hope this time sr.e
just iTiight be the one. ·
A.nd you bo:th hope the
otl'1er one is not infected
wi~ h · the AIDS virus.
Of course you could
ask. But your partner
rnight not know. That's
becau:;o it's possible to
carry the /-.JDS virus 'for
rz10ny years without
$.t'f.J\•.ti~~Q anvsymp1oms
-The only ·.;,;O'/ ·i·o
p)event ge1..:.tng
rnfected is t o prote.: t
yourse[f. Strnt using
c o ndoms. Every t ime. .
Ask hlm to

Junior center Kirk VanDeusen shows off his hook shot against the Florida Stars
during the Knight's final exhibition game on Saturday. (Michael oeHoog1FuruRE)
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UNIVERSITY

I

•

BOOKSTORE
•

DECEMBER 2nd -13th

,.

BOOK
BUY-BACK

•
•
•

,.

SELL YOUR TEXTBOOKS
BACK TO THE BOOKSTORE
-

-·

St.r etch YourDollar • • •
~::

~·

_. \

BUY BAK HOUR
December 2nd & 3rd - 8:30AM - 7:00 P.M.
December 4th, 5th; & 6th - 8:30 AM. - 5:00 P.M.
December 9th, 10th, 11th & 12th 8:30 AM. - 7:00 P.M.
December 13th • 8:30 AM. - 5:00 P.M.

·1:00 pm
-

..

tlo1'tr cftu.delft ~O~l(llfel(t 1'tr t~e Oerl/eat/olf of t~e beau.t{u.fl(e«I
tfCf/l!"el(a a.ft~e Ru.lflft'tr' t'tr~~t.f o;elf t~eil" 1991-1992
.fea.folf Ofat~.ft Lolf! kfo.!frlcftate tflftifel".ft~.

•

Students may obtai_n advance tickets to all Home Games
by presenting a validated Student I. D. at theArena Ticket
Office. 'lickets will also be available at the door on game
d ay.
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New coach will lead women's basketball tean1
by Jenny Duncanson

· ,

STAFF REPORTER

The biggest surprise on the
Lady Knights basketball roster
this season will not be the departure of a star player or the
arrival of a heralded freshmen
but in the coaches biography.
The name of Laura Smith
has been changed to Gail
Falkenberg.
Now change in this area is
nothing new to the Lady
Knights. Since .Beverly Knight
announced her resignation after last season, UCF has been
looking for a new head coach.
Atheletic Director Gene McDowell headed up the search
but by August had come up
empty. McDowell felt that he
would have a hard time finding
a coach so close to the season.
"That's why I didn't want to

get someone in Audevote her time to
gust ," McDowell
that.
said. "Because no"She's still the
bodyworth their salt
volleyball coach,
would pick up and
there's no problem
leave their program
withher,"McDo<win mid-season."
ell said. "She did a
So McDowell
very good job last
named the head
season and we're
volleyball coach,
very happy with
Laura Smith, to be ·
her."
the interim head
Falkenberg is
coach forthe 1991also the men's and
92 season.
.
women's tennis
"We're going to
Out... Laura Smith
In ... Gail Falkenberg
coach and this was
wait until the end
goingto beherfirst
"Coach Si:riith was so tied up season as the basketball team's
of the season to announce our
choice," said McDowell ''We've with the volleyball team~ she assistant coach in charge of
· got a lot of prospects in the-file felt she needed t.o be away recruit- defensive efforts and administraing for the team," McDowell said. tive responsibilities. But now she
and the folder."
But Friday McDowell said 'The players and myself were is in control of the whole team.
"[The change] is not drastic
that Smith would no longer be worried. Coach ·Falkenberg was
for me because I have been inthe coach for basketball and that available t.o do it all."
Smith is still the volleyball volved with the team since AuFalkenberg was n~w in the
coach but will now be able to gust," Falkenberg said.
driver's seat.

~.~ ~unning Knights fall

UCF AD-Stars win

to Florida Stars, look
on to season opener

against Stetson

The UCF Running Knights, in their final exhibition
game ofl 991, ran into a brick wall Saturday afternoon
against the Florida Stars, an all-star team of former
players from various colleges and universities in the
Srmshine State.
Coach J oe Dean, in the November issue of the ''UCF
Sports Newsletter," point ed out that "Dick Vita1e's
basketball yearbook .. . provided the UCF basketball
program with its first show of respect in a long time."
The Knights may not exactly be the Rodn ey
Dangerfields of college basketball, but Dick Vitale
doesn't play for the Stars either; in a nutshell, the Stars
showed the Knights no respect at ail, clubbing them
125-89, in the last game played at the UCF Gymnasium.
''We were taught a very valuable lesson today in how
to play the game of basketball," Dean said. ''We are a
much better team than what we showed out there
today.
"I'm disappointed, but I'm not discouraged. We're
just going to have to work harder and go over some
game films. We'll be ready to play next Friday."
The Knights will inaugurate the UCF Arena this
Friday when they play host to Campbell College at 8
p.m. in the second game of the UCF Classic; Delaware
will battle St. Francis (NY) in the opening game at 4
p.m. The consolation and championship games are set
for 4 and 8 p.m., respectively, on Saturday.
The Knights began_Saturday's contest in competiFLORIDA STARS continued page 14

Thirty seconds can mean a lot to a
team. To the UCFru.gbyteamitmeanta
five point win over the Space CoastMen's
Rugby Club.
This is the last regular season game
for the Rugby Club and one of the toughest competitions they have had.
"It was a hard physical game," Matt
Sherbondy said. 'They thought they were
dealing with college boys, but they were
(
dealing with men."
TwentY minutes into the first half
Space Coast had the first opportututy to

,.,

•.

•

It's not everyday that a flag football team would
receive a kind of"bowl bid." That is, until this season.
The University of-Central Florida:s Flag Football
All-Stars played Stetson University's All-Stars in a
first of a possible series of flag football games to be.
played throughout Florida's colleges and universities.
Stetson's team had three big advantages coming
into the game, which included home field and experience in flag football. They had recently played teams
from Jacksonville University, University of North
Florida, Samford and Alabama. The game was also
played tofour 15-minute quarters.
Stetson broke it open early in the first quarter, 130, when quarterback Mike Trapani of Delta Sigma Phi,
ranked second on campus, scored a rushing touchdown
and threw a TD pass to Pi Kappa Phi's Jason Hosafluck.
From there, it looked like the rout was on - against
Stetson, as UCFs All-Star squad scored 21 unanswered points in the next two quarters, including two
TD receptions by Air Assault's Sean Beckton, one by
Lambda Chi's Doug Anderson and one by Kappa Alpha
Psi's Michael Harris; Stetson did try t o rally back, but
came up short as the UCF squad won, 29-26.
Sigma Chi's John Rhodes became the Player of the
Game with two sacks, a safety and an interception.
"It's good we had a homefield advantage," said
Stetson's Mike Trapani. "Otherwise it would've been a
blowout."
Plans for games with other Florida team s, including
Florida, Florida State and Miami, are underway but
not definite.

Freshman forward Howard Porter shows his
power with a slam dunk. (Michael oeHoog1FuTUREJ

Rugby Club season ends
with last-minute victory
by Jenny Duncanson

•

by Harris Ahmed
STAFF REPORTER

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR .

STAFF REPORTER

·'

·•

by Dave Meadows

·~

''We were looking for someone on an interim basis this
year so I'm not unhappy with
that," McDowell said. The play· ers wanted her and ifthe players are happy with that, then I
am happy."
McDowelllettheplayershave
some say in the decision and
they were happy to play for
Falkenberg.
''That means I've been doing
some things right," Falkenberg
said. "My style of ~oaching is
different. I believe in team participation in team decisions and
· the system works."
UCF begins its season Friday and Saturday with the UCF
Classic. Four teams will be in
the tournament: Mercer, Costal
Carolina, Marist and UCF. The
tournament starts at 2 p.m. and
UCF will play at 6 p.m. in the
new UCF arena.

r-.~

ii;.

score on a penalty kick but missed. UCF
had an opportunity minutes later but
also missed the kick.
Space Coast pushed hard and was the
first to score with a try 25 minutes into
the first half. The kick was no good but
Space Coast led, 4-0.
UCF retaliated and pushed across
the endline. But there was a.large pile on ·
the ball and the, referee could not be
decisive on the call, so he called a scrum
on the five yard line. UCF was unable to
capitalize on the situation arid the first
40 minutes of play ended with UCF
RUGBY continued page 14

.,
The UCF Rugby Club engages Space Coast in a scrum Saturday
during their final regular season game. <Michael 0eHoog1FUTURE) ·
.

'

UCF Basketball Preview Inside
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Leeks determining legacy in final se~n
Knights' center rated as 18th best forward in U.S.
by Glenn Carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Center Ken Leeks has remained the
focalpointforthe UCFRunningKilights
basketball team for the past three seasons. His senior season should be no
different.
"He's the man," guard Sinua Phillips
said. "We will look for Kenny to provide
scoring and rebo)lllding and team leadership."
Leeks has provided that and more as
he led the Knights in scoring and rebounding the past three years. Last
season he averaged 17.5 points and 9.9
rebounds when he · earned consensus
all-American South conference honors.
"Right now Kenny is playing the best
basketball of his life," coach Joe Dean
said, "He has a good chance to repeat as
an all-conference player in a very tough
Sun-Belt Conference and we hope he
will become a pro prospect.",
Leeks has had to work on polishing
his natural athletic ability and has come
a long way since his high school days at
Marianna High School when he won
the state in the high jump.
Leeks averaged 21 points per game
as a senior in high school before coming
to UCF.
As a freshman, Leeks emerged as an
immediate presence by leading the
Knights in scoring, rebounding and
blocked shots while averaging 14. 7
pointspergame, 7.4reboundsandblocking 24 shots.
With a year of experience under his
belt, Leeks led UCF in scoring , rebounds and blocked shots once again
tallying up·15 ppg, 9 rpg and blocking
30 shots.

Leeks blocked 37 shot and shot 57
percent from the field last season. He
also scored a career-high 36 points
against Mercer while pulling down 14
rebounds.
In perhaps the Knights' finest performance last season against DePaul,
in which UCF took the Blue Demons to
overtime before losing, Leeks scored 25
points ·and grabbed 15 rebounds.
In attempting to bring out the tal. ented player's best, Dean has continually hounded Leeks to work in the off
season to improve fundamentals, and
it has payed off. ·
"Kenny has come a million miles,"
Dean said. "He does so many things
better. He converts tougher shots, scores
in traffic and grabs·more rebounds."
At 6 foot 9 inches and 235 pounds,
Leeks is listed as the 18th best power
forward in the nation by the Sporting
News . .
He can play center or power forward
with success. He lists his main goal this
year as a winning season for UCF. .
''We have come a long way with this
program since I arrived here. I think a
winning season is an attainable goal for Ken Leeks averaged 17.5 points per
us this season," Leeks said. Leeks and
Phillips were picked by the team to be co- game last season. (Charles K. Morrow /FUTURE)
captains.
Leeks chances at making a run in the
Leeks' Career Highlights
NBA would be greatly assisted by UCF
establishing themselves as a winning
program in Division I basketball.
Leeks is considered to be an outside
shot to earn an invitation to the annual
All-Star Classic that showcases the top
college talent before the NBA draft.
"It would be a dream come true to
get an invitation. Thoseguysarethebest
and most go on to the NBA," Leeks said.

Pojnt Guard :~

Sinua Phillips

Posit1
199fR1

WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING AT

TAN·FASTI UE TANNING SALON
WHERE THE SUN ALWAYS SHINES!

~

WE ALSO DO:

FINANCIAL AID FOR COllEGE
...... ..
"-

Personalized computer search will
help you find money for college.
For free information call 249-3771.
••••• • • • •••••••••••• • • • ••••••••• • •

HEADS EAST
HAIRSTYLING
STYLE CUT

100~

•Nl~ILS (ACRYLIC-GELS)!

,

•INFRA-SLIM BODY WRAP!
•EYEBROW & LEG WAXING!
REEDY PLAZA - 10376 E. COLONIAL
MON-FRI 8 :30am-9pmSAT 9-6pm

282-6042

"'I o VISITS FOR Szs.oo
I MCIVISAIAMEXl

(SIGN UP A FRIEND AND GET 2 VISITS FREE)

STUDENT DISCOUNT • ·
WITH THIS AD

$995

Professional Stylists

''Because It's A Jungle
Out There.''

HAPPY
HOUR
DAILY

Appt. or Walk In

• Walmart Center.
: 10661 E. Col. Dr.

282-1754

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

JOBWATCH

4:30 7:00
10 :00 - 12:00
• 2 FOR '1-DRAFTS
• 2 FOR 1 HOUSE WINE
• DOUBLE COCKTAILS

r-------------------·-···-----------,
,,
.
2 FOR 1
CHICKEN
WINGS

FLORIDA'S Bl-WEEKLY EMPLOYMENT MAGAZINE

tt r

HUNDREDS OF JOBS FQR PROFESSIONALS

(407) 366-6225
Serving Dinner from 4:30 P.M .

tt6" VA LUABLE INFORMA TION FOR THE JOB SEEKER

829 Eyrie Drive
; Dviedo, Florida 32765
(407) 366,6225
tRICD'

~

J~BWATCH

lt6" AVAILABLE AT UCF BOOKSTORE
IT'S ACADEMIC

c

EXPIRES 12·14-91

~-----------------------------------i

<
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Small Forward

wDarryl Davis

·Knights bring in power with Porter Jr.
6-7 true freshman one of many new faces
by Dave Meadows
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Howard Porter averaged 19 ppg as a
senior in high school. (Michael DeHoogFUTURE)

New Kids On The Block

FR E E

If you fail to recognize the UCF
Running Knights this season, please
don't be alarmed; there will be a lot
of new faces out on the court wearing the black and gold.
These young men are not imposters, but : simply new additions to
coach Joe Dean's crop of budding
talent. In fact, live positions on
UCFs 12-man roster will be filled
by freshmen.
One of this year's additions to
Dean's squad will be 6-foot, 7-inch
Howard Porter, who will battle for
the vacant power forward position.
"Howard is an exciting player,"
Dean said of his blue-chip recruit.
· "He's a bright young man and a
hard worker. He wants to contribute to this team, and I think he will
be able to contribute."
As a senior at Manatee High
School in Bradenton, Porter averaged 19 points and 13 rebounds in
leading coach Don Sizemore's squad
to a 2~ -5 record and a second-place
distri ct fin ish behind St.
Petersburg's Dixie Hollis.
The former Manatee was courted
by the South FloridaandJacksonville,
but chose to play his collegiate ball at
UCF because of the university's commitment to excellence.
"!like the way they're committed
to the program'here," Porter said. "I
like the coaches and I like the players. UCF is also a great school academically."
A serious student as well as
player, Porlermadehisschool'sacademic honor roll four times as a

prepster. Although he is undecided on
his college major, he is contemplating a
degree in business administration.
"I'm not sure yet," he said, ''but
that's tl)e direction I'm leaning."
Whether in the classroom or on
the court, the freshman forward is
committed to excellence and wants
to uphold UCFs winning tradition.
"Our goal as a team is not just to
have a winning season, but to have a
great season," Porter said. ''We could
be 15-14 and have a winning season,
but we want to have a great season.
"I want to help this team restore
the kind of tradition it had back
when the school was still FTU
[Florida Technological University]."
UCF was a consistent NCAA Division II power during the late '70s
and early "80s. As members of the
Sun-Belt conference, the Knights will
play their first-ever all-Division I
schedule in 1991-92.
"It's a tough schedule, but I think
we'll do all right," Porter said. ''We
just have to work hard and be mentally prepared to play."
Porter is a second-gen eration
cager whose long-term professional
goal is to follow in the footsteps of his
father, Howard Porter, Sr.
The senior Porter was a three. time All-American while playing at
Villanova,where he led the Wildcats to
the 1971 NCAA Championship game
against UCIA and was named MVP.
He played professionally with the
Bulls, Pistons, Nets and Nicks but
had to retire prematurely in 1980
due to a blood clot near his heart.
"I'd like to be able to play in the NBA
someday, like my dad," the junior Porter said. 'That would be nice."

r-------- ------~---------------,
Buy One Blimpie Sandwich
and get one of equal
or lesser value FREE!!
(with purchase of med ium drink)
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12251 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
ACROSS FROM UCF
NEXT TO UC6 CINEMA

(~J (871/11/}le)Phone ahead forPick-up
281-1 00 7

Not valid with any other discount offer. Not valid on delivery orders.

L.

-----------------------------Expires 11-4-9 1

Lune.ft.Special {Afan-Sat}from$325 w/ eogro[[ &fried ria
'Dinner Special (7 days a week}from $525
wI wi.ng, eogro[[, fried rice
'free eggrdl w/any $10 purcfiiise -'Dinner Onfy
380-1084

JI.cross from 'UC'f

.J

PA TENTS, TRADEMARKS & COPYRIGHTS

TIMETABLE
9:30 pm - Late registration/packet pickup
10:00 - 11 :00 pm - Live entertainment, music and FUN provided by WZTU/104.1 FM
11 :00 pm· Bally Aerobic Dance Team
11: 15 pm • 1/4 mile "Kiddie Dash"
11 :59:30 pm· MADD DASH START!
12 Midnight - Fireworks Display!
1:00 am - Awards Ceremony

-Q
' I ' ,:
...

/
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ENTRY FEE
$12 until December 31st.
$1 6 night of event
"Kiddie Dash" (ages a & under) FREE

AWARDS

~
~

The University of Central Florida, Orlando, Florida

= rur
AMENITIES

A special goody bag with noisemakers, kJminescent light stick
and more. Al~ participants receive a unique, six color, wrap
around design T-shirt. Correct size not guaranteed to day of
event entrants.
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SPECIAL NEW YEAR'S EVE
11

11

MADD DASH RATE:
$55 per room (up to 4 persons per ·room).

!;v@l :;"P~.;A,.'.·r.
'\

(407) 275-9000

-~- For More lnfonnatlon please call CFT

~-~.
--

HOTLINE (407)332·3040 or (904)394-1320

Entry forms at Campus Wellness Center

p...,,.; ~Wo(/. i;,,...,, ''""'' 1..

Patent Attorney

.·

The Quadrangle
Suite 100
3452 Lake Lynda Drive
Orlando, Florida 32817

Phone: (407) 380-1565

BENEFICIARY
A portio n of your entry fee goes to benefit the Central
Florida Chapter of Mothers Against Drunk Driving
Make a Mad dash into 1992 with this fun-filled SK Road Race
Top 3 Overall
and Fun Walk -- THE MADD DASH TO '92. Take off just
Top Masters
...
seconds before midnight admist a spectacular ground and aerial Top 5 Each Ag~ Divis10n
fireworks extravaganza. Costumes are encouraged and a
• Top Wheel Chairs
Holiday refreshment buffet will await you at the finish.
SPECIAL_AWARDS
It's a safe, inexpensive and fun way to spend New Year's Eve .
Scariest Costume
Bring your family and friends ....BE THERE!//
Most Original Costume
DATE
Best Multi-Person Costume
Tuesday, December 31, 1991
Best Decorated Baby Jogger & Wheel Chair
LOCATION
And Morel

MICHAEL K. GRAY

,u. ~·

ALOMA JANCY,i•

a• Aniinal I Bird Hospital i•
3370 Aloma Ave. (East of EW Beltway)

'~1i~ ~: ~:1 ~ ·~::111111111: 1: 1: 1: 1: 1 i1· : :::1111. ~ i1: 1: i:1 :j11111~11:: 1. 1~ :1:i1~:1:1 '
Emergency Service
• Dog . Neuter I Spay : $40 and up.
Year ly Shots $2L

• Cat -Neuter I Spay : $W and up.

Yearly Shots $26

Flea Erath and Flea Dip 50% off

671-1183
10% OFF ALL SERVICES WITH THIS AD '

<f':ioductwn

PICK UP AND DELIVERY AVAILABLE

\
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'91-92 Running Knights to lace up shoes in new Arena
by Glenn carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Indiana lives in theHoosierdome. North
Carolina has the Dean Smith Center. Kentucky the Rupp Arena. UCIA plays in the
Pauley Pavillion. Great Division I college
basket.ball programs play in great buildings. Running Knights basketball has arrived on the scene since UCF unveiled the
$12 million UCF Arena this year.
The 5,100 seat on-campus Arena will be
the siteforallRunning Knight home games
and home support is on the rise. As oflast
Friday all ofthe lower-level chair back seats
have been sold out to season ticket holders.
Of those 1,500 seats, 400 have been set
aside for students and will be distributed on
a first-come, first-seive basis to validated
ID holders before each game.

The Arena will help give credibility t.o a
youngprogramatUCFthatisstilllookingfor
it.sfirst winning season at the Division I level.
''It's going to be great .to play in the
Arena," sophomore guard Sinua Phillips
said. ''In high school I dreamed ofplaying in
a building like the Arena in college. It will
definitely help the program in a lot of ways
from fan support to recruiting."
The Arena will install a portable wooden .
basketball floor for the team that is tentatively scheduled for completion Tuesday.
- UCF'has also received assistance from
the Orlando Magic in presentation of its
games. 'The Magic will help us to present a
game that will be more entertaining to the
fans," Arena director Victor Callazo said.
'The games will feature background music
used by the Magic and will present a fun A first-class arena will add excitement to the UCF basketball program
in its run for first Division I winning season. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)
atmosphere."
'
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How American Express .

helps you cover more territory.
· · For less money. · ·
·Become a Stude.nt Cardmembertoday and
ge~ 3 roundtrips on Continental Airlines,
for only $129 or $189 each.
·
Only the American Expres_s® Card offers an exciting travel program
exclusively for students-including three roundtrip certificates on
Continental Airlines. And much, much more.
Just look at the map and pick the place you'd like to visit. If
it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate
to fly for only $129* roundtrip. Or you can cross the
Mississippi for $189 roundtrip. ·
You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the
48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytimebecause there are no-blackout dates. But you must
make your reservations within 14 days of the day you

(.

leave. And the maximum stay is 7 days/6 nights and must include '
a Saturday night.
By becoming a Student Cardmember, you'll also enjoy other
benefits from the American Express® Student Privileges"' Program.
Such as up to 30 minutes** of MCI long-distance calling every month
for an entire year-absolutely free. And that's just one example of
how the Catd can help you save.
For just ·$55 a year, the Card gives you all these savings. And
it's easy to apply Just call us (have your bank address and account
number on hand). What's more, with our special student offer, it's
easier to get the Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.
·
So get the Card. And get ready to cover new territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.
•Minneapolis 51. Pau l, S1 Lou is and New Orleans are considered ci1ies east of 1he Mississippi River.
.. Acredi1 of up co S3 ~o for ca lls will appear on each billing s1a1emen1for12 momhs af1er enroll
men1 $3.~o is eq ual co 1he cha rges for a domes11c 30 minuce nighc weekend MCI Card Compati
hilul' cal l and appropria1e surcharges . You muse enroll for 1hisservice by December 31, 1991

(

MCI
rn m n lM•

•••m•
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r nnriirinm nf rhi<

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX .II.~
Jjyoi(re already a Cardmembe1; there's

110

Continental

g

need to call. lnformation about your certificates u·ill be arru •ing sor:n

rr>vel nP.'er will ar-:-·~ wnh vour cercifica1es. Cominemal Airlines alone is responsible for fulfillmeni of 1his offer. American Express assumes no liabilil y for Cominemal Airlines' performance. © 1991 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.

